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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks. Missing data,

Unit IV

7. Discuss the design of Reinforced Earth

Retaining wall in detail. 15

8. Write short notes on any three of the

following :

(a) Exclusion Techniques

(b) Secant Piles

(c) Diaphragm Walls. 5×3
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if any, may suitably be assumed and stated,

clearly. Supplement your answers with

suitable, proportionately drawn neat

sketches, wherever required.

Unit I

1. (a) Discuss the situations when Ground

Improvement is desired. Mention various

methods of Ground Improvement and also

discuss when you would apply which

method. 7

(b) Describe Routhfuch method of Ground

Improvement. 8

2. (a) Discuss in detail the Hydrogeology of

Frozen Soils. 7

(b) Discuss in detail the Effect of Ground

Heating on Soil Properties. 8

Unit II

3. (a) Discuss Sandwicks and band drains. Also

discuss their application. 5

(b) What is Electrochemical Stabilization ?

When is it required ? Describe its

procedure. Discuss its merits and

demerits. 10

4. Discuss in detail various methods of Vibro-

compaction, their merits and demerits. Also

discuss their suitability in different situations.

15

Unit III

5. (a) What is meant by Soil Reinforcement ?

How does it help in development of

Strength ? Also discuss load transfer

mechanism in Reinforced Soil. 9

(b) Discuss Soil nailing in detail. 6

6. (a) What are Grouts ? Mention the names of

various types of Grouts. Discuss their

properties. 7

(b) Mention the names of some important

methods of Grouting. Describe the

methods of Claquage. 8
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